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abstract
Current activity recognition approaches usually ignore knowledge learned in previous
smart environments when training the recognition algorithms for a new smart
environment. In this paper, we propose a method of transferring the knowledge of learned
activities in multiple physical spaces, e.g. homes A and B, to a new target space, e.g. home
C . Transferring the knowledge of learned activities to a target space results in reducing
the data collection and annotation period, achieving an accelerated learning pace and
exploiting the insights from previous settings. We validate our algorithms using data
collected from several smart apartments.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The remarkable recent progress in computing power, networking, and sensors combined with the power of machine
learning and data mining techniques have enabled us to create cyber–physical systems that reason intelligently, act
autonomously, and respond to the needs of the users in a context-aware manner [1]. Some of the efforts for realizing
such cyber–physical systems have been demonstrated in actual smart environment physical testbeds such as the CASAS
project [2], the MavHome project [3], the Gator Tech Smart House [4], the iDorm [5], and the Georgia Tech Aware Home [6]. A
smart environment typically contains many highly interactive devices and different types of sensors such as motion sensors.
The data collected from those sensors can be used in conjunction with data mining and machine learning techniques in
order to discover residents’ frequent activity patterns [7], predict upcoming events [8], automate interactions with the
environment [9], recognize activity patterns [10], and detect abnormal patterns in case of health monitoring or security
applications [11]. Recognizing residents’ activities allows the smart environment to respond in a context-aware way
to residents’ needs for achieving more comfort, security, energy efficiency, as well as for monitoring the well being of
older adults or people with cognitive and physical impairments [12]. For example, researchers are recognizing that smart
environments can be of great value for monitoring and tracking the daily activities of individuals with memory impairments,
as the ability to consistently complete Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) [13] is necessary in order to live independently at
home. The need for the development of such smart home technologies is underscored by the aging of the population, the
cost of formal health care, and the importance that individuals place on remaining independent in their own homes [14].
While smart environments offer many societal benefits, they also introduce new and complex machine learning
challenges. A typical home may be equipped with hundreds or thousands of sensors. Because the captured data is rich
in structure and voluminous, the learning problem is a challenging one. As a result, each environmental situation has been
treated as a separate context in which to perform learning. What can propel research in cyber–physical systems forward
is the ability to leverage experience of previous environments in new different environments. However current activity
recognition approaches do not exploit the knowledge learned in previous spaces in order to kick start activity recognition
in a new space. This results in a delayed installation period in practice due to the need for collecting and annotating huge
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amounts of data for each new space. It also leads to redundant computational effort and excessive time investment, and
results in ignoring insights gained from previous spaces. In this paper, we propose a method for transferring the knowledge of
learned activities from multiple physical smart environments to a new target physical smart environment. In our approach,
the layout of the spaces and the residents’ schedule can be different. Also the type and number of sensors in two spaces might
be different. We validate our algorithms using data collected from six different smart apartments with different layouts and
different residents.
2. Related work
Activity recognition has been used in different situations in smart environments, such as for recognizing nurses’
activities in hospitals [15], recognizing quality inspection activities during car production [16], or monitoring elderly adults’
activities [17]. To discover, recognize and model activities, researchers have devised numerous supervised and unsupervised
methods. Naive Bayes classifiers are one of the simplest yet promising supervised methods [18]. Decision trees [19] learn
the logical descriptions of the activities in form of rules that are understandable by the user. Markov models [10] and
their variations such as hierarchical hidden Markov models (HHMM) [20] recently have been quite popular for recognizing
activities. Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) [21] and conditional random fields [22] are yet another flexible framework for
recognizing human activity. There also have been a number of unsupervised activity discovery and recognition methods. Gu
et al. [23] look for frequent sensor sequences. Pei et al. [24] mine discontinuous activity patterns, and previously we have
shown methods to find mixed frequent–periodic activity patterns [2].
The problem with all the above approaches is that they do not exploit the knowledge learned in previous spaces in
order to discover and recognize activities in a new space. Therefore, for each new space a huge amount of data needs to
be collected and annotated, and the algorithms are trained without benefiting from prior knowledge. Using conventional
unsupervised methods such as frequent or periodic data mining methods, the long data collection period and prolonged
installation process becomes a problem in practice. Using supervised methods a greater burden is placed on the user of
the smart environment, who must annotate sufficient data in order to train the recognition algorithms. Hand labeling from
raw sensor data is very time consuming. Data collected in our testbeds required at least one hour of an expert’s time to
annotate a single day’s worth of sensor data. This particularly becomes problematic if we are targeting a deployment in the
home of an older adult who may not be able to accurately annotate a large amount of data. Also, learning the model of each
environment separately and ignoring what has been learned in other physical settings leads to redundant computational
effort, excessive time investment, and loss of beneficial information that can improve the recognition accuracy. Therefore
it is beneficial to develop models that can exploit the knowledge of learned activities by employing them in new spaces.
Exploiting the transferred knowledge results in reducing the need for data collection, reducing or eliminating the need for
data annotation, and accelerating the learning pace. Using multiple sources and fusing their data together can leverage the
learning process even more by using a more diverse set of activity models that can help in discovering and recognizing the
target activities.
The process of exploiting the knowledge gained in one problem and applying the learned knowledge to a different but
related problem is called transfer learning [25,26]. Researchers have studied transfer learning in different computational
settings such as reinforcement learning [27], genetic algorithms [28], neural networks [29], Bayesian models [30] and many
other methods [31]. Though transfer learning has been vastly studied in the literature [31], it has been applied to activity
discovery and recognition in very few cases.
Previously we have shown a method for transferring learned activities from one resident to another to deal with the
inter-subject and intra-subject variability [32]. Zhang et al. [33] have developed a model for mapping different types of
activities to each other (e.g. sweeping to cleaning) by learning a similarity function via a Web search. Kasteren et al. [34]
describe a simple method for transferring the transition probabilities of Markov models for two different spaces. They only
transfer the transition probabilities. Other activity features such as the activity’s structure and related temporal features are
ignored because they assume that the HMM structure is predefined.
In our approach, the activity model includes much more information based on using structural, temporal and spatial
features of the activities. Also, unlike the approach of Kasteren et al. [34], we do not manually map the sensor networks.
Instead, we learn sensor mappings based on the available data and activity models. It should be noted that in order to exploit
the knowledge learned in different spaces, we transfer the activities from multiple physical source spaces to a target physical
space. First we use a location based data mining method to find target activities in the target data. Then the activities from
both source and target spaces are represented in a canonical form called an ‘‘activity template’’ in order to allow for a more
efficient mapping process. Next we use a semi-EM (Expectation Maximization) framework [35] to map source activities
from each single source to the target activities. Finally by using an ensemble learning method based on a weighted majority
vote [36] and fusing multiple data sources we assign activity labels to the target activities.
3. Model description
Our objective is to develop a method for transferring knowledge in the form of activity models learned in multiple source
physical spaces to a target physical space in order to reduce data collection time, reduce or eliminate data annotation time
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Table 1
Example sensor data. Here M004, M030 and M015 denote sensor
IDs.
Timestamp (t)

Sensor ID (id)

Label (l)

7/17/2009 09:52:25
7/17/2009 09:56:55
7/17/2009 14:12:20

M004
M030
M015

Personal hygiene
Personal hygiene
None

and exploit prior source knowledge in a new target space. We will refer to our method as Multi Home Transfer Learning
(MHTL for short). We denote N individual sources as S1 , . . . , SN and the single target space as T .
We assume that the physical aspects of the spaces, the number and type of sensors, and also the residents and their
schedules can be different. We also do not require all of the activities to exist across all spaces. In this work, the number of
available sources (N) is limited and computationally manageable, as reducing the number of sources and source selection is
beyond the scope of our paper. We do not discriminate between activities performed by different residents. Multi-resident
problems have been studied by several researchers and interested readers can refer to related literature [37]. We also assume
that the activities’ steps are contiguous, i.e. there is no interrupting event in the middle of a specific activity. The activities
are also assumed to be consistent over time, i.e. we assume that their pattern does not change over time. In order to prevent
any label mismatch between different environments, we define a set of standard rules for annotating activity data. All the
annotations adhere to these standard rules. It is also possible to apply a preprocessing step to achieve a unified labeling.
We hypothesize that we will be able to recognize activities in the target space T using little to no labeled data and using
only limited unlabeled data. This assumption turns the nature of the problem into a domain adaptation problem [31]. In
other words, labeled data is available in the source domain, but no or few data labels are available in the target domain. This
allows us to reduce several weeks or months of data collection and annotation in the target space to only a few days’ worth
of data collection.
Our ultimate objective is to be able to correctly recognize the activities in the target space. By using our method,
labeled target activity data becomes available that can be consumed by conventional learning algorithms to perform activity
recognition. The labeled activities also can be used as a bootstrap method for other techniques such as active learning
techniques in order to quickly improve the recognition results over time using limited data. In the remainder of this section
we describe our notation and also we will provide a high level description of the algorithm.
The input data is a sequence of sensor events e each in the form e = ⟨t , id, l⟩ where t denotes a timestamp, id denotes a
sensor ID, and l refers to the activity label, if available. An example showing several sensor events can be seen in Table 1.
As depicted in Table 1, each sensor event can be part of a labeled activity such as the first and second sensor events, or
it can have no activity labels such as the third sensor event. Each sensor ID is associated with its room name (e.g., kitchen)
which we will refer to as a location tag. We use a standard set of location tags across all different sources. The location tags
define a simple ontology based on location of sensors. This facilitates transferring activity patterns between different spaces.
We define an activity as a = ⟨E , l, t , d, L⟩ where E is a sequence of n sensor events ⟨e1 , e2 , . . . , en ⟩, l is its label (if
available), t and d are the start time and duration of the activity, and L represents the set of location tags where a has
occurred. Note that the start time and duration in general are represented as a mixture normal distributions, though initially
most activities’ start time and duration consists only of a single data point, and later during activity consolidation the
distribution will be formed. As can be seen from the activity’s definition, each activity has structural information in the
form of a sensor sequence E , temporal information in the form of t and d, and spatial information in the form of L. These
features allow us to convert raw data into an activity model suited for mapping.
We denote the set of activities in each individual source space Sk byAk . The set of all source activities is denoted by A
where A is the union of activities from all individual sources, i.e. A = k Ak . We denote the set of target activities by AT .
The set of all source sensors is denoted by by R, and the set of sensors for Sk is denoted by Rk . The set of target sensors is
denoted by RT .
In order to be able to map activities from the source space to a target space, we need to find a way to map the source
sensor network to the target sensor network, as the source sensors can have different locations and properties than the
target sensors. Therefore we need to find the mapping G(Rk ) = RT . Finding a sensor mapping G allows us to map a source
activity to a target activity based on structural similarity (sensor similarity) and based on the way that the source activity’s
sensors map to the target activity’s sensors. Based on using the sensor mappings G (the structural mapping) as well as on
available temporal and spatial features, we will find the activity mapping function F (Ak ) = AT .
To show how well a source activity (or sensor) is mapped to a target activity (sensor), we use mapping probabilities. The
mapping probability of an activity a ∈ Ak to activity b ∈ AT is reflected in matrix Mk , where Mk [a, b] ∈ [0 . . . 1] shows the
likelihood that activity a and b have the same label. Similarly, a second matrix mk [p, q] ∈ [0 . . . 1] shows the probability that
sensor p ∈ Rk maps to sensor q ∈ RT based on their location and their role in activity models. Note that the mappings need
not to be one to one, as the number of sensors and also the number of activities can be different in the source and target
spaces.
MHTL’s activity discovery and knowledge transfer is performed in several stages (see Fig. 1). First we process the labeled
data from the source space and we also mine the available unlabeled data from the target space in order to extract the
activity models in each space. In the source space, for each individual source Sk we extract the activities Ak by converting
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Fig. 1. Main components of MHTL for transferring activities from multiple source spaces to a target space.
Table 2
Some important notations.
Notations

Description

Notation

Description

Si
N
T
e

Source i
Number of sources
Target
Sensor event
Set of sensor events
Start time
Label
Activity locations
Activity similarity
Time interval
Start time distribution

a
d

Activity
Activity duration
All activities
All sensors
Activity mapping function
Sensor mapping function
Activity mapping probability
Sensor mapping probability
Similarity threshold
Mutual information
Duration distribution

E
t
l

L
Υ
r

Φ

A
R
F
G
M
m

ς
I

Γ

each contiguous sequence of sensor events with the same label to an activity. To reduce the number of activities and to find
a canonical mapping, we consolidate similar activities in Ak together to represent an ‘‘activity template’’. To avoid mapping
irrelevant sensors, we use a filter feature selection method based on mutual information [38] to discard the irrelevant sensors
for each activity template. In the target space we mine the data to find unlabeled activity patterns based on using location
closure. Target activities are then consolidated using an incremental clustering method [39]. If any labeled data is available
in the target space, it can be used to refine the target activity models.
In the next step, we map the source activity templates to the target activity templates. First we compute the activity
templates’ initial mapping probabilities based on structural, temporal and spatial similarities. The sensors’ initial mapping
probabilities are assigned based on a spatial similarity measure. After initialization, we compute the mapping probabilities in
an iterative manner using an Expectation Maximization-like framework [35], which we refer to as a semi-EM process. First,
we adjust the sensor mapping probabilities based on the activity mapping probabilities. Next, we adjust the activity mapping
probabilities based on the updated sensor mapping probabilities. This continues until no more changes are perceived or until
a user-defined number of iterations is reached.
The final step involves assigning labels to target activities. We assign an activity label to each target activity b based on the
obtained activity mapping probabilities M. To map activity labels we use an ensemble method based on a weighted majority
voting. Each space Sk casts a vote for the label of the target activity b. The voted label is selected the same as the label of a
source activity a that maximizes the mapping probability Mk for b. Each vote is weighted by the overall similarity between
the source space Sk and the target space T , as will be described later. At the end, the label with the maximum weighted votes
is considered as the label of the activity b. Note that in this method all the sources contribute to the label mapping process
in order to generate a final activity label for each target activity.
We provide a more detailed description of these steps in Sections 4–6. The important notations are summarized in
Table 2.
4. Activity model extraction
The first step of the multi-stage MHTL algorithm is to extract the activity models from input data in both source and
target spaces. For each single source space Sk we convert each contiguous sequence of sensor events with the same label
to an activity a. This results in finding the set of activities Ak for each one of the individual source spaces Sk . The start
time of the activity is the timestamp of its first sensor event, while its duration is the difference between its last and first
timestamps. Due to the prohibitively large number of extracted activities and possible similarity among them, we combine
similar activities together as an ‘‘activity template’’. Representing a set of similar activities as an activity template allows for
a more efficient canonical mapping from source to target, as only a few activity templates will be mapped from source to
target instead of mapping a large number of similar activities with only minor differences. The activity template for a set of
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activities is itself an activity, formed by merging activities’ sensors, durations, and start times where the merged start times
and durations form a mixture normal distribution.
The temporal mixture model allows us to capture and model variations of the same activity that occur at different times.
For example, consider the ‘‘eating’’ activity which usually happens three times a day, once in the morning as breakfast, once
at noon as lunch, and once at night as dinner. Using a mixture model for the start time we are able to capture all three
variations by using a single activity model. The method for obtaining the mixture model is demonstrated in Algorithm 1.
The input to Algorithm 1 is the set of all timestamps for an activity a and the time interval granule in hours denoted by r.
Using this method allows for a variable number of distributions to be discovered. A similar method is used for obtaining
duration distributions where the number of duration distributions equals the number of obtained start time distributions
for that activity.
Algorithm 1 The Start Time Mixture Model
procedure FindMixtureModel(a, r)
for all timestamps t belonging to a do
Find t ′ ∈ [1.. 24
] s.t. t ∈ [t ′ − 2r .. t ′ + 2r ]
r
c [t ′ ] = c [t ′ ] + 1
end for
r∗

∑

◃ Find the right interval
◃ Increase its count

c

c̃ = 24
for all c [t ′ ] > c̃ do
Make t ′ a centroid
end for

◃ If frequency > Average
◃ Form initial centroids

for all timestamps t do
Assign t to closest centroid
Recompute centroids
end for

◃ Find final centroids

end procedure

During activity consolidation, all the source activities that have the same label will be merged into one single activity
template. Note that as each activity template is itself an activity, we use the terms activity and activity template
interchangeably.
The next step after similar activities are consolidated is to perform sensor selection for each activity template a
by preserving only relevant sensors. Performing sensor selection on each activity template allows for an even more
compact representation and a more accurate mapping, as it allows us to map only the relevant sensors and to avoid
mapping the irrelevant sensors as noise. Our sensor selection method is a filter feature selection method based on mutual
information [38]. For each activity template a and each sensor s we define their mutual information I (s, a) as in Eq. (1). This
value measures their mutual dependence and shows how relevant sensor s is in predicting the activity’s label. Here P (s, a)
is the joint probability distribution of s and a, while P (s) and P (a) are the marginal probability distributions, all computed
from the sensor and activity occurrences in the data. A high mutual information value indicates the sensor is relevant for the
activity template. We simply consider sensors with a mutual information above the midpoint (0.5) as relevant, otherwise
they will be discarded.
I (s, a) = P (s, a) ∗ log

P (s, a)
P (s)P (a)

.

(1)

To find activity patterns in unlabeled target data, we perform a data mining step on the input data. First we partition the
input data into activities. A sensor event e1 = ⟨t1 , id1 , l1 ⟩ and its successor sensor event e2 = ⟨t2 , id2 , l2 ⟩ are part of the same
activity if L1 = L2 , i.e. if both sensors are in the same location. Such a local partitioning allows us to have a baseline for finding
individual activities. This approach is based on the intuition that occurrences of the same activity usually happen within
the same location (such as preparing meals in the kitchen, grooming in the bathroom, etc.), and more complex activities
occurring in different locations can be composed of those basic activities. Notice that as we only have access to limited input
data (perhaps a few days or even a few hours), we cannot use conventional activity discovery methods such as frequent or
periodic sequence mining methods [40] to find activity patterns in the data. Therefore, exploiting the spatial closure can be
a way to overcome this problem.
After partitioning data into initial activities, we consolidate those activities by grouping together similar activities into
an activity template. To combine activities together, we use an incremental clustering method [39], such that each activity is
assigned to the most similar centroid if their similarity is above threshold ς , and then the centroid is recomputed. Otherwise
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the activity forms a separate cluster. The centroid is itself represented as an activity template. At the end all the activities
in one cluster are consolidated together and the sensor selection is carried out. For two activities a and b, their similarity
Υ (a, b) is defined as in Eq. (2).

Υ (a, b) = Υt [a, b] + Υd [a, b] + ΥL [a, b] + ΥS [a, b].

(2)

In Eq. (2), Υt refers to the start time mapping (if the two activities happen at similar times, e.g., both around noon), Υd
refers to duration mapping (if the two activities have similar durations), ΥL refers to location mapping (if the two activities
happen in similar locations, e.g., both in the kitchen), and ΥS refers to structure mapping (if the two activities have a similar
structure in terms of sensors). We normalize Υ (a, b) to fall within the range [0 . . . 1]. For simplicity, we have chosen the
mappings to have equal effects; however, it is possible to define Υ (a, b) as a weighted average.
As mentioned earlier, the start times are in the form of a mixture normal distribution. We represent the start times in
an angular form φ measured in radians instead of a linear representation, with means Φ = ⟨φ1 . . . φn ⟩. This representation
form allows for time differences to be represented correctly (2:00 am will be closer to 12:00 pm than to 5:00 am). The
similarity between the two start time distributions is thus calculated using Eq. (3).

Υt [a, b] = max



φa ∈Φa
φb ∈Φb


|φa − φb |
1−
.
2π

(3)

Duration mapping is calculated as in Eq. (4) where durations are in form of a mixture normal distribution with means

Γ = ⟨γ1 . . . γn ⟩.


|γb − γa |
Υd [a, b] = max 1 −
.
γa ∈Γa
max(γb , γa )
γ ∈Γ


b

(4)

b

To compute ΥL we use Eq. (5) which is the Jaccard similarity coefficient [41] for the sets of locations of the two activities.
A similar Jaccard similarity coefficient based on similar sensors is defined for the structure mapping ΥS in Eq. (6).


|La Lb |

ΥL [a, b] =
|La Lb |

|Ea Eb |
 .
Υ S [ a, b ] =
|Ea Eb |

(5)

(6)

5. Mapping sensors and activities
The next step after the activity models for the source and target space have been identified is to map the source activity
templates to the target activity templates. First we initialize the sensor and activity mapping matrices, mk and Mk , for each
source and target pair (Sk , T ). The initial values of the sensor mapping matrix mk [p, q] for two sensors p ∈ Rk and q ∈ RT
is defined as 1.0 if they have the same location tag, and as 0 if they have different location tags. The initial value of Mk [a, b]
for two activities a ∈ Ak and b ∈ AT is obtained based on exploiting related spatial and temporal information and also
prior activity label information (if available), as in Eq. (7). Note that in Eq. (7) the first case applies to the few labeled target
activities, while for the majority of the target activities the second case is applied.
Mk [a, b] =

1.0 if la = lb
Υ (a, b) otherwise.



(7)

For computing subsequent mapping probabilities, we use an EM-like framework [35] by estimating the mapping
probabilities in an iterative manner. First, the sensor mapping probabilities are computed; and in the next step the activity
mapping probabilities are maximized based on the sensor probabilities. Though this model does not exactly reflect an EM
algorithm, due to its iterative manner and likelihood estimation in two steps, we refer to it as a semi-EM framework.
To compute sensor mapping probabilities mk [p, q] for sensors p ∈ Rk and q ∈ RT , we rely on activities in which p and
q appear, as in Eq. (8). The learning rate α refers to how fast we want to converge on the new values, while mnk [p, q] and
mnk +1 [p, q] refer to the current and updated values of mk [p, q] in iterations n and n + 1, respectively.
mkn+1 [p, q] = mnk [p, q] − α ∗ 1mk [p, q]

1mk [p, q] = mnk [p, q] −
Xp = {a ∈ Ak |p ∈ Ea }
Yq = {a ∈ AT |q ∈ Ea }.

1

−−

|Xp | |Yq | a∈Xp b∈Yq

(8)
Mk [a, b]

(9)

(10)

In Eq. (9), Xp and Yq give us all the activities in which sensors p and q appear. This means that those activities which do
not include a given sensor will not contribute to that sensor’s mapping probability.
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In the next step, to adjust the mapping probability between each two activities, we use Eq. (11) to account for the updated
sensor mappings. Here Mkn [a, b] and Mkn+1 [a, b] refer to the current and updated values of Mk [a, b] in iteration n and n + 1,
respectively.
Mkn+1 [a, b] = Mkn [a, b] − α ∗ 1Mk [a, b]

1Mk [a, b] = Mkn [a, b] −

1 −

|Ea | p∈Ea

arg max{mk [p, q]}.
q∈Eb

(11)
(12)

The above procedure for computing sensor mapping and activity mapping probabilities is repeated until no more changes
are perceived or until a pre-defined number of iterations is reached. Next, the labels are assigned to the target activities based
on the obtained probability mapping matrices.
6. Label assignment
In order to assign labels to the target activities, we use a voting ensemble method [36] based on the activity models

Ak for each space Sk . Combining data from different sources to improve the accuracy and to have access to complimentary
information is known as data fusion or as a form of ensemble learning [42]. Ensemble learning is a strategic way to combine
multiple models, such as different classifiers or hypotheses to solve a computational problem. In our problem, using multiple
sources allows us to fuse data from different sources and to form different activity models, therefore being able to model
target activities using knowledge gleamed from a more diverse set of source activities.
In order to be able to successfully apply the ensemble learning technique, an ensemble system needs classifiers whose
decision boundaries are adequately different from each other. The most popular method is to use different training datasets
to train individual classifiers. The diversity condition of ensemble learning in our problem is achieved by using different
training sets from N different physical source spaces, resulting in N different hypotheses. We build a classifier based on
each individual hypothesis hk and then by combining the predicted labels of all classifiers for a certain target activity we are
able to make a decision about the activity’s final label.
Algorithm 2 The weighted majority vote algorithm for label assignment
procedure AssignLabel(A, M, m, b)
for all Sk do
l ← la s.t . Mk [a, b] = maxz (Mk [z , b])

◃ Vote

add l to the set of voted labels
Sim(Sk , T ) ←

−

Mk [a, F (a)]

◃ Find overall similarity

a∈Ak

W [l] = W [l] +
end for

Sim(Sk ,T )

|Ak |

lb ← maxl W [l]

◃ Increase label’s weight

◃ Find the final label

return lb
end procedure

◃ Assigned label is lb

Each hypothesis hk is constructed based on using the activity templates Ak for space Sk plus the activity and sensor
mapping probabilities Mk and mk . We represent each hypothesis as hk = {F (Ak ), G(Rk )} where F and G denote the
activity and sensor mapping functions. For a single space Sk , Eqs. (13)–(15) provide us with the activity mapping function F ,
sensor mapping function G and the assigned label lb for each activity b ∈ AT . As can be seen in Eq. (15), the target activity’s
label is selected to be the same as the label of a source activity a ∈ Sk that maximizes the mapping probability Mk for a.

F (a) = max(Mk [a, b])

(13)

G(p) = max(mk [p, q])

(14)

b

q

lb = la

s.t. Mk [a, b] = max(Mk [z , b]).
z

(15)

In order to combine the assigned labels for each b using different hypotheses, we use the weighted majority voting
algorithm as in Algorithm 2. The input of this algorithm are the source activities A, the activity mapping probabilities M,
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the sensor mapping probabilities m, and activity b ∈ AT . The output of the algorithm is the label of b as lb . For each source
space Sk we find the label of b by using Eq. (15). Each predicted label l is associated with a weight W [l], which is the total
similarity between the source Sk and T . The total similarity between Sk and T is calculated as in Eq. (16) by summing over
the best mapping from Sk to T for each a ∈ Sk . Obviously a label can be voted for by different hypotheses and its weight will
be increased as a result.
Sim(Sk , T ) =

−

Mk [a, F (a)].

(16)

a∈Ak

At the end, the label with the greatest number of weighted votes is selected as the label of the activity b. After obtaining
the labels of all target activities, we can use the obtained labels to train a conventional activity recognition algorithm. We
also can use the labels in conjunction with other techniques such as active learning in order to further improve the results.
7. Experiments
Our approach was implemented and tested as part of the Center for Advanced Studies on Adaptive Systems (CASAS)
smart environment project [2] at Washington State University. We evaluated the performance of our MHTL algorithm
using the data collected from six different smart apartments. The layout of the apartments, including sensor placement
and location tags, are shown in Fig. 2. We will refer to the apartments in Fig. 2(a) through Fig. 2(f) as apartments 1–6. The
data was collected during a three month period for apartments 1–3, and during a two month period for apartments 4–6.
Each apartment is equipped with motion sensors, and most of the apartments are also equipped with contact sensors which
monitor the open/closed status of doors and cabinets. Apartment 5 is also equipped with light sensors and some item sensors
to sense the presence of key items. As can be seen in Fig. 2 the apartments have different layouts. For example, apartments
3, 4 and 6 have two bedrooms, while apartments 1 and 2 have one bedroom. In addition, some functional spaces might not
be available in all five apartments, such as the workspace, laundry room or the music room. All the sensor data is captured
and stored in an SQL database, using a publish/subscribe protocol middleware. To maintain privacy we remove identifying
information and encrypt collected data before it is transmitted over the network.
The residents also have quite different schedules, as can be seen from the activity distribution diagrams shown in Fig. 2(g)
through Fig. 2(l). For example, in apartment 1 housekeeping is performed each Friday, while in apartment 2 this is performed
once a month, and in the third apartment the housekeeping activity is replaced by a work activity. Also the activity level
in each apartment is different, as can be seen clearly by comparing activity distribution diagrams for apartments 4 and 6
versus other apartments. The activity level is dependent on the activity level of the residents as well as the number of sensors
that monitor the activities. The first three apartments were single resident apartments, while for apartment 4 the residents
included a man, a woman, and a cat. Apartments 5 and 6 included two residents. All the data was collected while residents
were performing their normal daily activities during a 2–3 month period.
Each of the datasets was annotated with activities of interest for the corresponding resident and apartment. A total
of 11 activities were noted for apartments 1–3. Those activities included bathing, bed–toilet transition, eating, entering
home, housekeeping (for the third apartment this is replaced by ‘‘work’’), leaving home, meal preparation, personal hygiene,
sleeping in bed, sleeping not in bed (relaxing) and taking medicine. For apartment 4, 7 activities were noted including
bed–toilet transition, taking medicine, eating, leaving home, laundry, sleeping in bed and working. Apartment 5 included 7
activities as working, sleeping in bed, bed–toilet transition, personal hygiene, meal preparation, housekeeping, sleeping not
in bed (relaxing). Apartment 6 activities included 5 activities as meal preparation, sleeping in bed, eating, leaving home and
entering home. As can be seen from activity labels in various spaces, we have defined standard rules for annotating activity
data. The annotators are required to adhere to those rules to prevent any label mismatch between different environments.
One can expect that in a real world situation either such standardization is enforced, or a preprocessing step is done to
achieve a unified labeling.
We ran our algorithm for each one of the apartments as the target space, resulting in six different transfer learning
problems. In each setting, all the apartments except for the target apartment were used as the source apartments. In each
setting, we used all the available source labeled data, 1–7 days of target unlabeled data, and 0–1 days of target labeled data.
The first step, activity extraction, resulted in a considerable reduction in the number of source activities. In particular
3384, 2602, 1032, 428, 492, and 643 activity instances from apartments 1–6 were represented by as few as 11, 10, 9, 7, 7,
and 5 activity templates. The reason that we have obtained less templates than the 11 predefined activities in the second
and third apartment is that the ‘‘eating’’ activity was done rather in an erratic way and in different locations, therefore our
sensor selection algorithm did not choose any specific sensor for that activity, and as a result the activity was eliminated.
The same applied for ‘‘taking medicines’’ in apartment 3. This shows how our algorithm can avoid mapping very irregular
activities. It is also possible to obtain a more regular form of such activities by using object sensors such as RFID tags on
items. Our results also show how the algorithm condensed the activity instances into a compressed representation, as we
approximately obtained the 11 predefined activities for the first three apartments and exactly 7, 7 and 5 activities for the
last three apartments. During activity extraction, the number of sensors included for each activity template was reduced
from an average of 76.85 sensors to 4.04 sensors, as the algorithm removed the irrelevant sensors and preserved only the
relevant sensors. This shows that for each activity a few key sensors can be used to identify the activity, e.g. taking medicine
can be identified by the cabinet sensor where the medicines are kept. The algorithm was able to successfully find the mixture
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(a) Apartment 1.

(b) Apartment 2.

(c) Apartment 3.

(d) Apartment 4.

(e) Apartment 5.

(f) Apartment 6.

(g) Apartment 1.

(h) Apartment 2.

(i) Apartment 3.

(j) Apartment 4.

(k) Apartment 5.

(l) Apartment 6.
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Fig. 2. Figures (a–e) show sensor map and location tags for each apartment. Circles: motion sensors, triangles: contact sensors, stars: light sensors, hollowshaped sensors: area motion sensor. Figures (g–l) show residents’ activity per a 24 h for 2–3 months of data. The boxes show the approximate boundary
of ‘‘eating’’ activity for apartments 1, 4 and 6.
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(a) Apartment 1.

(b) Apartment 4.

(c) Apartment 6.

Fig. 3. Start time’s mixture normal distribution for ‘‘eating’’ activity. Here r as the time interval granule was set to 6 h.

normal distributions for temporal features. Fig. 3 shows the obtained distributions for the ‘‘eating’’ activity in apartments
1, 4, and 6. It can be seen from the distributions that apartment 1 resident has a regular schedule for eating (three times
a day). The residents in apartment 4 seem to have a more irregular schedule, usually missing dinner, while apartment 6’s
residents seem to have a very regular schedule only for breakfast. Comparing the discovered mixture models to the activity
distribution diagrams in Fig. 2 confirms the correctness of our results (‘‘eating’’ activity is surrounded by boxes in Fig. 2(g),
(j) and (l)).
In the target space, data was mined to extract the activity templates. For example, using three days of unlabeled target
data and no labeled target data, we discovered 8, 7, 7, 5, 5 and 5 activity templates for apartments 1 through 6. The similarity
threshold ς in those experiments was set to the midpoint 0.5. The reason that fewer activity templates are discovered
compared to the predefined activities is because some similar activities might be merged into one activity, such as relaxing
and eating which happen at similar times and similar places. In addition, some activities cannot be easily discovered based
only on a few days of data. One example is the housekeeping activity which happens quite rarely compared to other
activities; and even if it happens to be in the data, because of its erratic nature and occurring all over the home, it is not
very easy to discover.
In the next step the source activities were mapped to the target activities. In order to be able to evaluate the mapping
accuracy of our algorithm, we embedded the actual labels of target activities in data. This label is not used during training,
rather it is only used at the end to verify the correctness of the results. Mapping accuracy is defined as the number of
activities in the target space whose transferred label matches the correct expert-supplied label. Fig. 4(a) shows the mapping
accuracy for different amounts of unlabeled target data and no labeled target data, in several different settings. Fig. 4(b)
shows a comparison between mapping accuracy based on using multiple sources vs. average mapping accuracy using a
single source, using 3 days of unlabeled target data. Fig. 4(c) shows the individual single mapping accuracies for apartment
1 versus its ensemble mapping accuracy. It can be seen that on average the ensemble method can beat the single source
method. The mapping accuracies vary from space to space, depending on the consistency of activities in target space, as
well as the similarity between the source and target spaces, the amount of data available in the source space used to create
the activity model, the dimension of the space that has been shifted (new environment, new sensors, or new person). It
should be noted that some activities might not be present in all spaces, such as working or housekeeping. The same applies
for lack of certain spaces in different apartments, such as the laundry room or the workspace. We noted that transfer between
apartments that have a more similar layout and functional structure is more satisfactory.
We tested two of our own activity recognition algorithms on the transferred labeled data. The first algorithm is a nearest
neighborhood (1NN) algorithm based on the similarity measure in Eq. (2). The second algorithm represents activities and
sensor events with a hidden Markov model and learns the activities using the Viterbi algorithm. The models performed
almost the same with the nearest neighborhood algorithm sometimes slightly outperforming HMM due to its use of temporal
and spatial features. Though HMM is considered as a temporal method, it should be noted that it considers temporal
information in the sense of ‘‘order of states’’, not ‘‘start time’’ or ‘‘duration’’ of states. The HMM does not take into account
how much time has been spent in a specific state, or when a transition occurred to another state. Using the embedded labels
we define the recognition rate as the percentage of sensor events predicted with the correct label. Fig. 4(d) shows recognition
rate of individual activities in apartment 1 using 3 days of unlabeled target data. Fig. 4(e) shows 1NN’s recognition rate for
apartment 1 as the target apartment using 0 and 1 day of labeled target data. Fig. 4(f) shows 1NN and HMM recognition
rates for apartment 1 as the target apartment.
Our results show that despite using little to no labeled target data, and having different layouts, schedules and different
activities, both algorithms still achieve a reasonable recognition rate in a target space using data from a source space. It
should be noted that in some cases, transferring from a source space to a target space might not provide the best results.
This happens when the source and target are not very similar. In such cases, one can apply a source selection method to
select the best subset of sources among a set of available sources.
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(a) Mapping accuracy in several different
settings.

(b) Single vs. ensemble mapping accuracy.

(d) Activity recognition rate for apartment 1.
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(c) Single vs. ensemble mapping accuracy for
apartment 1.

(e) 1NN’s recognition rate using 0 and 1 day of
labeled target data.

(f) Recognition rate for 1NN and HMM using no
labeled data.

Fig. 4. Mapping accuracies and recognition rates.

8. Summary, limitations, and future work
In this paper we presented a method for transferring the knowledge of learned activities from multiple physical spaces
to a new physical space. This allows us to reduce the data collection time, reduce or eliminate the need for data annotation
and also exploit the insights from previous spaces. Our experiments show that despite different space layouts and different
residents’ schedules, we were still able to discover and recognize activities in a target space using no labeled data.
It should be noted that we made a number of simplifying assumptions to deal with the complex nature of activities in
the real world. In this work, we ignored the complications that might arise when multiple residents are present. We also
made the simplifying assumption that all the patterns are continuous and consist of contiguous sensor events. In reality
such assumptions might be violated [43]. Besides, some activities are not always consistent and show a change of pattern
over time (e.g. dinner time shifted). This can cause a low recognition rate after some time. We also made the assumption
that all the sources are equal for transferring the learned activities. In reality, one of the sources might be more similar to
our target space.
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One of our future goals is addressing multi-resident issues by using entity detection methods [37]. Transferring sequential
patterns that are discontinuous and are disrupted by unrelated sensor events is also part of our future work. As part of our
future work, we intend to detect changes in patterns over time. We also intend to devise methods for selecting the best
subset of source spaces for training a target space. This allows us to only use the most similar sources and avoid any possible
performance degradation due to negative transfer effect. We also want to extend our method to be able to transfer activities
across spaces with different functionalities.
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